Sustainability is something very important to AKKUraad! Do you have questions or do you just want some information? Don’t hesitate to email us at info@akkuraatd.nl.

PS: Are you the student who has some money left at the end of your month? Did you know you can subscribe to weekly organic fruit- and vegetables packages at AKKU? Fills some of your money. Unfortunately, cooking for one can be a little more expensive and eating the same thing every day is not something to look forward to. Eating at the Refter every day is always a little more expensive and eating the same thing every day is not something to look forward to. Eating at the Refter every day is not that difficult to eat healthy, delicious, and cheap as a student!

First of all, it is cheaper to eat seasonal vegetables. You can get almost everything you need for your money. Unfortunately, cooking for one can be a little more expensive and eating the same thing every day is not something to look forward to. Eating at the Refter every day is not that difficult to eat healthy, delicious, and cheap as a student!

Farmers markets

There’s a good chance you’ve already heard of this, but… it’s true. We are all going to have to wake up a bit earlier next semester, because as of 2018-2019 classes will start at 8:30. How this will be put into practice will be discussed in the next JA. Why has this been decided? Research revealed that the traffic problems with public transportation and traffic safety around the University during rush hour will be improved because of this. Are you curious what this will mean for you? Keep an eye on our Toilet Paper!

The second important point that was discussed is the English level of teachers. You might have seen the petition which was started by a group of psychology students. They think that the English on campus cause of this. Are you curious what this will mean for you? Keep an eye on our Toilet Paper!

Lastly, the Multi-annual Investment Prognosis (MIP) was discussed, particularly about the renovation around the Erasmus building as centre and the other buildings of the University. The shortage of lab rooms at the Huygens building can be dealt with in 2019 at the earliest. The centre plan does not seem to be a solution. The EB explained how the quality of the English of teachers is determined. Teachers have to understand English on a C1 or C2 level of the Common European Framework of Reference but they also have to teach a lecture, which are recorded and checked to get feedback on the English.

The University Student Council had another Joint Assembly (JA) with the Executive Board (EB) on 6 November. This Toilet Paper will highlight three subjects but the extensive report can be found on our website: www.akkuraatd.nl!

Do you recycle your garbage? It is not only sustainable but it's also a great way to save on some money.DataURL-bags are expensive after all. Want another fun way to recycle? Give your princess a second life! They are ideal to store your garbage bags, coffee pads or other items. Use some gift wrapping paper to brighten them up! What will you use them for?

Did you know?

PPS: answer AKKUnundrum: He waits for night and goes through the first door. A man is trapped in a room. The room has only two possible exits: two doors. Through the first door, there is a room constructed from just one material: magnifying glass. The blazing hot sun instantly fries anything or anyone that enters. Through the second door there is a fire-breathing dragon capable of schorching everyone who gets too close. How does the man escape?

AKKUnundrum

Toilet paper origami

Fill in this sudoku together with your hall mates!